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The Tehran Aide to the Deputy Revolutionary Attorney General: The Recent Events 

and Chaos Had Been Planned in Advance 

Fars News Service: The Tehran Deputy Revolutionary Attorney General, in reading 

the text of the charges against the accused in the defeated project of a velvet coup 

d’état, announced: According to the documents available and the confirmed 

confessions of the accused, the recent events and the riots had been planned in 

advance and, according to the indictment presented by the Deputy Revolutionary 

Attorney General on behalf of the Attorney General, they proceeded according to a 

timetable and the stages of a velvet coup. 

According to Fars News Service’s political correspondent, the text of the charges by 

Abdol-Reza Mojtaba, Tehran Aide the Revolutionary General Prosecutor 

representing the Attorney General is as follows: 

In the name of Allah, the Merciful, the Compassionate 

The text of the Tehran judiciary’s charges against the defendants in the defeated 

project for a velvet coup: 

“When We make mankind taste of some mercy after adversity has touched them 

Behold! they take to plotting against our Signs! Say: “Swifter to plan is Allah!” Verily 

Our messengers record all the plots that you make!” (Koran, Yunos 21) 

Honorable President of the Tehran Islamic Revolutionary Court 

Peace be on you. 

As you have been apprised, the wise Leader of the revolution, with his Imam-like 

wisdom, stated that the aware nation of Islamic Iran has created an astonishing and 

unprecedented epic by their unusual presence at the ballot boxes during the 

elections for the tenth term of the presidency, which showed the Iranian nation’s 

political maturity, revolutionary, powerful and civil capacity, and determined visage in 

a beautiful and glorious display before the eyes of the world. 

Any fair-minded person could comfortably witness the great accomplishments of this 

huge epic in various political, cultural, social, and economic dimensions on the 

domestic and international level. 

First, these elections have been transformed into a display of true democracy which 



inspires pride and it brought a message to the world that the Islamic Republic of Iran 

is one of the safest and most stable countries for investment and advancing 

economic projects. 

Second, in the realm of international relations, this vast national support increases 

the power of bargaining for and winning the legitimate rights of the sovereign people 

of Islamic Iran to a high level and has raised our country’s success in the region and 

the world to silence [literally, to cut out the tongues of] those who make lying claims 

about freedom, democracy, and human rights. And so, these Iranian statesmen and 

masters of diplomacy can from now on, can perform their roles on the regional and 

world stage and in exchanges with the countries of the world with an increasing 

decisiveness and based on wisdom, splendor, and the nation’s interests better than 

ever. 

Third, the deep impact of this conscious presence on the way the people of the world, 

particularly its outstanding personalities, look at the Iranian people’s rich culture and 

political feelings, which arise out of their Islamic and revolutionary beliefs, has more 

than ever drawn the attention of the nations’ public opinion to the efficacy of the 

model of religious democracy. 

Fourth, since popular support is considered one of the most important ingredients of 

the national security of the sacred Islamic Republican system, the participation of 

85% of the people [in the elections] has indubitably played an irreplaceable role in 

the stabilization of the foundations of national security, the government which 

appeared from this enthusiastic and passionate majority will be more powerful than in 

the past on the domestic, regional, and international scene, and this power will be as 

a vast national wealth in solving domestic and foreign problems and increasing and 

advancing our dear Islamic country more each day. 

The defeated and despondent enemy immediately went into action and set off a 

chain of chaos and riots in Tehran through the mobilization of its propagandist, 

political, and local agents. Our dear compatriots suffered many losses of life, property, 

and mental health as a result. According to documents which we have obtained and 

the confirmed confessions of the accused, the occurrence of these events was 

completely planned in advance and proceeded according to a timetable and the 

stages of a velvet coup in such a way that more than 100 of the 198 events were 

executed in accordance with the instructions of Gene Sharp for a velvet coup. 

Honorable president of the court. 



A velvet coup is a kind of coup which has the same goals of a military coup but totally 

different in methods and means. 

In this connection, Mr. Robert Helvey, a retired CIA officer and a student of Dr. Gene 

Sharp, writes in his book titled On Strategic Nonviolent Conflict: Thinking About the 

Fundamentals, “Non-violent conflict [i.e., that same velvet coup—Mojtaba] does not 

have any special difference with military conflict except that the weapon used in it is 

different and unique to this technique.” [not from the original] 

Another of the differences between a velvet coup and a military coup is in the way it 

is formed from start to finish and its long duration, which can at times last a decade or 

more. 

The most important point which must be noted concerning a velvet coup is that the 

theoreticians bought by the West’s spy and intelligence services have developed this 

method at the orders of their commanders to get World Arrogance out of its practical 

dead end by overthrowing independent systems or systems which are not in 

alignment with the West’s hegemony and lust for domination. It is the result of years 

of research and fieldwork in various coup-prone countries. This technique of 

fomenting coups is so planned out that by employing so-called civil and long-term 

methods, it can stealthily and quietly complete the stages of the velvet revolution 

without attracting serious attention among the people or the political systems of the 

countries. By the time the political systems come to their senses, the velvet coup has 

usually reached its final stage and the probability of its success has greatly increased. 

Years ago, numerous foundations and institutions came into existence through the 

Western countries’ spy agencies and other governmental institutions which, through 

a division of organizational labor and concentration on various missions, were tasked 

with the joint purpose of implementing a velvet coup project. The most important of 

these institutions and foundations are the Soros Foundation (the Open Society 

Institute), the Rockefeller Institute, the Ford Foundation, the German Marshall Fund, 

Freedom House, the American Council on Foreign Relations, the German Council on 

Foreign Relations, and the Centre for Democracy Studies of Britain. 

In further elucidating this issue, it is necessary to point to the statements of a spy who 

is now in detention and who had returned to Iran with the aim of fulfilling a role in the 

elections for the tenth term of the presidency. 

He says, “In the voyage I made to Israel, I became familiar with an institution called 

MEMRI which belongs to the United States, but is based in Israel and whose mission 



it is to monitor the Middle Eastern media. This institution’s task is to struggle against 

anti-Israeli activities which are arising in other countries. It pursues a project whose 

goal is to support the reformists in the Islamic world, including Iran. The man in 

charge of this project is an old intelligence officer in the Israeli army whom I visited. In 

this meeting, he told me, ‘Our task is to nourish and spread the ideas of thinkers like 

Abdol-Karim Sorush in Iran.’” 

This spy continued, “Another of these active institutions is the Dutch agency Hivos 

[Thank you "Goseling" from Enduring America.], with whose officers I had meetings. 

This institution had good relations with institutions and NGOs inside Iran and even 

spent 10 million Euros towards the end of Khatami’s presidency in Iran, most of 

which was given to the women’s movement. Hivos got its budget from bribes from 

Dutch oil companies which wanted to evade paying taxes.” 

Concerning Radio Free Europe, the above-mentioned said, “Radio Free Europe, like 

many of the soft coup institutions, began its work during the Cold War and are 

connected with the CIA. During the Cold War, the Americans used politics, culture, 

and media and the cover of beautiful words like democracy and freedom and human 

rights to pressure the Soviets. Many of the institutions which are active at present in 

the field of soft coups are left over from that time, and Radio Free Europe is of this 

type. The Persian section of this radio is active under the name Radio Farda. This 

radio covers [uses the word “pushesh”, a literal translation of an American idiom] 

many of the protests and vastly exaggerates them.” 

This spy continued, discussing another of the soft coup institutions called the 

Berkman [Center], saying, “Global Voices is under the purview of an institution called 

the Berkman Center in Harvard University. This project began in 2004 and I 

participated in its first meeting in Harvard. The goal of this project was to concentrate 

on all the bloggers of the world, especially the anti-American countries like Iran, to be 

able to achieve its purposes, i.e., to bring about a psychological war in these 

countries. 

“The Soros Foundation, which contributes to most NGOs, provided financial backing 

for this project. This project’s manager is someone named Ethan Zuckerman. He is 

an American who had previously worked in the Soros Foundation. He has worked 

hard on using the internet for soft coups in various countries and also has ties with 

American security-intelligence institutes.” 

He continued, “The Berkman Center is managed by someone named John Palfrey, 



who himself claims that his uncle is Kermit Roosevelt, who organized the 28 Mordad 

Coup.” 

The above-mentioned added, referring to America’s role in planning soft coups, 

“America uses various theoreticians to plan soft coups, such as Gene Sharp, who 

spent fifty years of his life in his foundation to plan how to make know governments’ 

weak points for a soft coup. This foundation’s website offers instructions in some 

twenty to thirty of the living languages of the world in the methods of peaceful 

resistance. Of course, these languages are not German, French, or Spanish, but 

Burmese, Chinese, Arabic, Persian, etc., languages which the Americans would love 

the countries in to have soft revolution. 

“Other people, such as Mark Palmer, the president of the Konos Foundation, have 

also done much research about Iran. Two or three years ago, he even organized 

classes and directly invited activists of the 2 Khordad movement like Amad Baqi, and 

taught them the stages of a soft coup.” 

Honorable President of the Court. 

So far, the velvet coup project has been implemented in several countries and has 

generally been successful, from Georgia, Poland, the Czech Republic, Croatia, 

Serbia, the Ukraine, and Kirgizstan. In most of these countries, the velvet coups 

came in the form of an election and have much in common with the project of the 

defeated velvet coup of Iran, whose final stage was set off under the excuse of the 

elections to the tenth term of the presidency. Of course, this conspiracy was crushed 

thanks to the awake and ever-present people’s alertness and our country’s powerful 

security and policy institutions’ decisive and timely treatment. 

The arrested spy answered the question, “What model did America use for the velvet 

coup in Iran,” by saying: “This model was based on elections and began at least two 

years before the elections were held. They first begin with a plan and choose a 

candidate for themselves. For example, Mr. [Mikheil] Saakashvili, the current 

president of Georgia, has without a doubt not simply emerged in the world of politics. 

Rather, he received money from Fulbright, which is associated with the American 

Foreign Ministry. He has studied for years in this country and was trained for these 

days. After determining the candidate they want, they pour vast sums of social capital 

on him. In this way, supporters of this candidate set about educating the people 

through a network, with the trademark Gold Quest, which is a standard way of 

recruiting to campaigns. After this stage, they choose a graphic and color for this 



candidate and begin to prepare public opinion to vote for him. On the other hand, 

they prepare themselves before the elections so that if they lose, they begin to cast 

doubts upon the elections and announce that there had been fraud and bring the 

government’s legitimacy under question and begin to hold strikes and, ultimately, 

have the elections nullified or have the elections held again under international 

supervision, in which their candidate will win.” 

The above-mentioned continued, “This has been done in Georgia, Serbia, Ukraine, 

and Croatia and succeeded. It is worth noting that the same educational texts which 

were used in Serbia have been translated into Persian and used in Iran with minor 

changes. These matters depend on the society’s culture, customs, and religion. The 

most important factor for executing this revolution is the youth, who are a good 

investment. They count on the youth’s energy, since they are the only people who 

devote two or three months of their lives without money for the sake of elections.” 

He added, “Iran’s velvet revolution is very similar to the Serbian velvet revolution. In 

that country, a student group called the Otpor [Resistance] began recruiting, which is 

very similar to the Green Wave in Iran. In the educational brochure which is posted 

on the Albert Einstein [Institution] site, under the title of “Difficult situation” which 

covers the issues of the greatest strategic importance that places governments in the 

position in which they cannot confront the protesters. It says that the protests must be 

put under the cover of religious customs and activities like street processions must be 

held which no government can restrain. Ultimately, this educational brochure points 

to several frames of an educational film about the Serbian revolution which is even 

dubbed in Persian and posted on the web site. 

There is another brochure about how to seize a city’s sensitive locations and 

buildings. In it, it teaches protest groups how to take over important centers. 

It is necessary here to indicate an important point in the court’s presence. The 

educational film about the Serbian velvet coup which had been translated into 

Persian was edited and read by someone named Nader Seddiqi. He is someone who 

first introduced Mr. Tajbakhsh to Messrs. Hajarian and Tajzadeh. Mr. Tajbakhsh said 

of Mr. Nader Seddiqi’s role, “It is not clear to me what Mr. Nader Seddiqi’s role was 

and who introduced me to him and at whose instructions he was responsible for 

having me meet with Messrs. Hajarian and Tajzadeh.” At the present time, the afore-

mentioned [Nader Seddiqi] is a fugitive. 

This arrested spy, whose name we do not mention out of security considerations, 



believes that a soft coup or that same velvet coup has three arms: intellectual, media, 

and executive. He explains as follows: “Each of the velvet coup’s arms are in contact 

with a number of American foundations and institutions, and indeed there has been a 

division of labor.” 

He said in this connection, “In the coup triangle (the intellectual, the media, and the 

executive arms) each American institution performs a special activity and cooperates 

with a group of people in Iran. The most important of them is an institution called the 

Hoover Institution which is under the supervision of Stanford University and was 

formed in the context of the Cold War. 

This foundation has a project called Democracy in Iran on its agenda, which is under 

the supervision of three security elements named Abbas Milani, Larry Diamond, and 

Michael McFaul. 

Abbas Milani was arrested during the time of Mohammad Reza Pahlavi for activity in 

leftist groups. He then turned into an enthusiastic monarchist so that after living in 

Iran for a year or two after the revolution, he left the country for America where he 

wrote a number of books in which he praised the Pahlavi regime’s accomplishments. 

He gradually turned into one of the opposition’s leaders who was distinguished in this 

basic way from the rest: his relationship with domestic reformist elements. 

This arrested spy added, “The Iran Democracy Project works on the Iranian people’s 

popular culture, like music, blogs, and sexual issues. 

“The student wing of this foundation is very active and people like Ms. [Fatemeh] 

Haghighatjoo, Arash Naraghi (from Kian’s [corrected by Ramin Jahanbegloo; thanks] 

clique and close to Sorush) make speeches in their conferences. Within Iran, too, 

people who are close to the Executives of Construction Party cooperate with this 

institute. For example, [Mohammad] Atrianfar, in every magazine or newspaper in 

which he works, interviews Abbas Milani under cover of his being a historian. Abbas 

Milani’s importance for the CIA is greater than even Reza Pahlavi’s, since he has 

good relations with the reformists; he even maintains all of Akbar Ganji’s financial 

expenses outside the country.”  
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:دhi]ن e]fVg و اbcdب `_^ان[\]ون دا/ UVWX دوم  

 fnادث و fmwب ه]ي اqt^ از o pqr^اfj klm enد

[\]ون دادhi]ن e]fVg و اbcdب `_^ان در X^ا��h] U آft^�qا�q�g Ui [r �qV_h^وژt : UW�m k~^{|اري }]رس

 ه]ي اqt^ از l�hW] �~oات �j دw Ui[kl واhg^ا}]ت [lhWل [fn �qV_hادث و fmwب: ftردk آfد`]ي [�e�V اbgم آ^د

Uiا �h{ر pqr e�V�] ي[`دfآ �nا^]ي وl�~d[]ول زl� �~oو klm enا^o pqr.  

 

l~g Uiاft ^�qآ �h] ،{|اري }]رس^~t ei[qi ر[�d^~t ارش|} �j  بbcdو ا e]fVg ن[hiون داد[\] eh~�] [�^ا�

egl] از e}l��[Vd �j ان^_` Uiح ذ�� ا^m �j مfV\ا� :  

 

 �qn^ا� �Vn^ا�ّ�� ا� �Wj 

] e�V�] ي[`دfآ kردft UW�m kوژ^r �qV_h] �q�g ان^_` ed[hiداد �][d[gاد �h  

ُ̂وَن �ُVَْ̀ []َ َنf~ُhُ�ْ� [�َ�َîًُا ِإن� ُر َُ̂ع َ[ْ� iْا�ّ�ُ� َأ �ِXُ [�َِ̀[�w e{ِ ٌ̂ ̂�اء َ[hْ�Wُ_ْ� ِإَذا َ�ُ_� [�ْ� �َ lِ\ْjَ �¤] ¥ًVَnْا���]َس َر [�َXَْوِإَذا َأَذ) ¦df�

21 (  

 ه^{]w ^j kد[l\j e از ��dw او را رd¨ و ز�]ed رlqi، رe] UVn }^�qhi، در ا�� §fرت j^اي [��w f]ت و [](

ld^j ر[آ �j Ui[qi و ^�] �n ن©fiن [] [�^ه]ي . ر©fiآ� ر Uiا ^` ª�^i و ^` �][آ e_ا� Ui[qi و ^�] f�j

Umfd lاه�ft را [Vm (.  

 

 ر�]Ui [�h^م داد{]k اbcdب اe]bi `_^ان 

 ��q�g مbi 

 [j e]biا�^ان ا k[}w U�] ldدf]^{ دft �df} ا[]م Uدرا� [j بbcdا �dو }^زا �q�n ^~ره ،lر دار�[«�hiا ��d[�¬Vه

اي k^qt آ��kl وej  ه]ي راي در اj[�hd]ت ده�qV دورk ر�]f_V� Uiري f«n �i[Vnر آ� ft ^q®dد در r]ي §�lوق

¯] k^_°و ei[qi lmن رw آ� در ldl�^{w [hVدر ه kf�m^rو [~ز� e�[Vd ا�^ان در U�] edl] Uq{^±ان وf`و ejbcdا �Vّ

l]wدر p�[Vd �j ن[qd[_� �²° ^jا^j .  

 

 ،ei[qi نf}[df} ه]ي �§^g گ را در^hi �i[Vn رگ ا��|j ي[ورده[hiد ldاf` e] ehnرا �j e�¯�] ن[Wdه^ ا

�[Vd kl[²]ه e��Vا� �qjو e�tدا ´µi دي در[¯hXوا eg[Vhا� ،eه��^{l .  

اوً© ا�� اj[�hd]ت p�[Vd �j ¶^ور اq�d| [^د[W]©ري lm ��l~` ecqcn وj^اي �_]qd]ن ا�� qr]م را در j^ داUm آ� 

�f_Vري اbi[e ا�^ان ��e از ا[� `^�� و j] ¸~]ت `^�� آf²ره]ي �_]ن j^اي i^[]�� {·اري و²qr~^د o^ح ه]ي 

Uiدي ا[¯hXا .  

 fh²rا�q®g �d [�lX eرت °]�d زed وا�qhi]ي fcnق �cn [^دم و©�lVhار ا�^ان ¸]qdً]؛ در g^§� روا�qj ¹j ا���V ا��

اbi[e را در g ´µi]�e ا}|ا�p دادk و[Uqc{ّf آf²ر[]ن را در [��cµ و �_]ن ار`c]ء �df�j lq²�j اي آ� زj]ن 

�«�ei[V ا�^ان در �_]ن j[�j^ ا�� دو�Vh^دان و[q�fh]ن د. [qgl]ن درو¶w �qزادي ، د[�^اei وfcnق ²j^ را آf`]fVd kد



 e�h~] ا}|ون و ehq\o[X [j ره]ي �_]نf²آ [j �qj[Vq{ تb][\` و ed[_� اي و �cµ�] از ا�� در [\]د©ت l\j l�dاf` e]

l��[Vd pcd ي[از ه^ز[]ن ا�� ^h_j U��¯] ت و|g ،UV�n ^j .  

j ن[�~�d k¼�fj [^دم �_]ن k[�d عfd در �d[ه[}w رf«n ا�� �qVg^q¸½` ؛[ً¾�[¸ ei[qi رf\mدم ا�^ان و^] e�¶ ¿ه�^{ �

pqj ،Uiا ejbcdوا e]biوره]ي ا[j از �hi[t^j آ� [_dw  يfي ا��l]w ر[آ ��fh] را [_ّh�] e]fVg ا}�]ر pqrاز

. [^د[W]©ري د��fVd eد  

l�w   [eراj\½ ؛ از Ádw]�e آ� fh²rا�d [^د[e از [_hV^�� [���À ه]ي ا[�Uq [�d e®]م [lcس �f_Vري اbi[Wn �j e]ب

 U[²]رآ Âm ej ،85 از ا�� kl]w ^j Uو دو� �hmدا e�] Uq�]ه]ي ا ��[r Uq~¾` در e��lj ej pcd دم^] يl§در 

 �j[¾] �j ارlhXو ا�� ا klm ^ه[± �hm·} ر`^ ازlhc] ، ed[_اي و� �cµ�] ،e�tدا �§^g ر درf\mر وfm^r U�ّ̂ اآ¾

c`و ار eر�[t و e�tت داb�²] �n در e�] �q®g ��[]^i e�Á` ن[]|�|g e]biر اf²روز ا}|ون آ U{^²qr و [

U{[� lاهft .  

k^qÁdد زft edاlq] و ei[qi ،eÃq�~` �]اfg ¨qWj [jو lm ر[آ �j Uiرًا دf{ سf�½]و kردft^i �Vmت  د[m[²h¶اي از ا

 kl�lg edو روا e�[] ، ed[� رات[Wt |�|g ن[�ofVن هw ^¸ورد آ� در اw دfو� �j را در `_^ان [_jfmw و �Vّ�h] اي را

ldlm . �~o و klm enا^o pqr از bً][ادث آfn ع ا��fXو ،�qV_h] لlhW] ت[{ا^hgو ا kl]w Uiد �j اتl�hW] �~o

 [fرد f] 198رد از l�100ول ز[]l�~dي و [^ا�n آfد`]ي [�pqr e�V ر}�h ا�df} �j ،Ui اي آ� pqj از 

. �kl اjUi^اي آfد`]ي [�e�V ا�^ا {^د" �m �q]رپ "دfhiرا�\�V_]ي   

 

 k[}م داد^h�] Ui[ر� 

 b][ار آ|jو ا kfqm ك اّ[] در^h²] فlدر ه e][®d د`]يfآ [j آ� Uiازي اldا ^j اعfdاز ا egfd e�V�] د`]يfا[] آ

Uiوت ا[�h] .  

در آh]ب ftد m �q� " [j]رپ "ا}j ^W]زi �hW²d]ز[]ن qi] و m]{^د دآh^ " راj^ت ِهf�ُي "در ه�qV راXw �µj]ي 

�\�e هV]ن آfد`]ي ([~]رزg k]ري از Udf²t : "[lW�fd e"~]رزg k]ري از Udf²t، `½[�e در q�j]ده] ["f�gان 

e�V�] ( ا�� �j ^¯��]وت و[�h] نw در �h{ر ر[آ �j ���iرد آ� اf] ارد �| در ا��ld e][®d ي^q}در [j e§[t وت[�`

 Uiروش ا ."  

 }^ا��q} ��m l^ي از w¶]ز `] r]�]ن و [lّت w ed©foن اe�� Ui د��^ از `�]و`_]ي آfد`]ي [�j e�V] آfد`]ي e][®d در

 Uiا ��V] eه[} 10آ�l][Ádل اfo �j ^h²qj [� ل[i  .  

 ¹if` klm ^qدازان ا�^r ��^®d آ� Uiا�� ا Umدا ��ّf` نw �j l�[j e�V�] ي[`دfرد آf] اي آ� در �h�d ��^hV_]

ن ftد ا�� kfqm را j^اي t^وج �_]ن ا�hi~]ر از �j ه]ي �]eifi واe`[gbo ¶^ب �i �~o]رش آ]ر }^[]�] i^و�¦

 [_�[i �Áqhd آ� ldدfVd اعljب ا^¶ e~�obqhiو ا edf]ُ¼ِه [j ¿ه�[Vه[d [� �chW] ي[_][®d edf�d^i اي^j e�Vg UWj

ا�� j kfqm^ اldازي �df�j اي o^اklm en اUi آ� . ه]ي [�È�h آfد`]fj |qtدk اUi [µ]�\� و`�lq] �qcاed در آf²ر

jرf²آ ei[qi ي[_][®dدم و^] �qj در ��dw ونlj ed©fo ت ز[]نlّ] eoو edl] حbµ§ا �j ي[_mرو �j ÂWّV` [  ه]ي

 �hmا·} ^i U²r رامw و kld|t رتf¯j را e�V�] ي[`دfآ �nا^] از د��^ي ¦r e�� lد آ�[Áي ا�lّ� ehqi[Wn فlه

e] دft �j ed[]ز ei[qi ي[_][®d ©ًfV\]و �V�] ي[`دfآ� آ l��w نw Uqc{f] ل[Vhnو ا klqiد رft ed[�[r ��n^] �j e

Uiا �h{[� pر ا}|ا�[qWj .  

 �j ej^¶ ي[رهf²آ eh]f�n ده]ي[_d ^ود�� eifi[� ي[_Wو�^i ¹if` ديl\h] ت[WiÀ] ده] و[q�j pqr [_�[i از



 [h²^ك در ا�^اي و�¼�j [��^]w k و�fد w[kl آ� �qWc` Â� �~o آ]ر i]ز[]ed و [Vh^آ| [½[fر�h_]ي [�e��h را j] هlف

ldا �h{^} kl_g �j e�V�] د`]يfآ kوژ^r .روسfi د[q�j از l�`ر[~g [ده[q�j ت و[WiÀ] ا�� ��^hV_]) OSI ، q�j]د ) 

¹jراي رواfm ،زاديw �d[t ،l��[{ ل[mر[] �]^� د[q�j ،ردf{ د[q�j ، ^�ِ{ِ eراآ eر�[t  eر�[t Ui[qi �VÁdا ،[��^]w

dا eiآ^اf]ت د[\�[µ] |آ^]ن و[V�w¦q�� .  

در `~h²qj �qq^ ا�� [f�fع ©زم ا�j Ui ا±_]رات �fi[� Âس آ� ه� اآ�fن در j]زداi �j Um^ [j e^د و j] هlف 

. ا��]ي pcd دراj[�hd]ت ده�qV دورk ر�]f_V� Uiري �j ا�^ان j]ز{fj �h²د، اm]رfm kد  

l�f} e] وي" : [�mw ي^V]ِ م[d �j اي �Wif] [j �hmدا �qا�^iا �j ي آ�^�i در eو� Ui[��^]w رf²آ �j ��\h] م آ�lm

Uiا �d[q]ور[t اي �d[iت ر[\�[µ] ��q]رش در ز[و آ lm[j e] ^chW] �qا�^iدر ا . Uq�[\{ [j kرز[~] �Wif] ش ا��b`

ا�� [r �Wif^وژk اي را دd~]ل [e آ�l آ� هlف wن . ه]ي �l اi^ا�e�q اUi آ� در د��^ آf²ره] §fرت [q} e^د

[fÉWل ا�� r^وژe�� k از ا}W^ان eV�lX اgbo]ت ار`p .  دqd]ي اbiم از ���V ا�^ان اU�[VnUi از ا§bح �o~]ن

�hmاري داlاو د� [j �] آ� Uiا �qا�^iات . ا^��` l�d[] e`آ� `��^ا Uiف [] ا�� اlه U�} �] �j ارlاو در ا�� د�

�qورش و `^و�¨ ده^r وش را در ا�^ان^i ��^ا��l~g " .  

lده e] �]س اداfi[� ت : "ا��[Xb] �] آ� Uiس اf�ُqي هlه�� �Wif] ا�^ان kزfn ت }\]ل در[Wif] د��^ از e��

�hmدا �Wif] ا�� �q�fÉW] [j ه� e�[ت و . ه[Wif] [j ejft ط[~`ار �Wif] ا�� NGO ehn ا�^ان دارد و �tه]ي دا

 Ë�~]10 نw ^h²qj آ� kدر ا�^ان ه|��� آ^د eV`[t ريf_V� Ui[ن ر�[�[r رو درf� نfq�q]  klm kن داد[dز p~�� �j

Uiت . ا[q�[] Utدا^r از lاه�ft e] ي آ�lه�� eh�d ي[ه Uآ^m از kfmر ��^o د را ازft د��fj سf�qه �Wif]

lورد. }^ار آ��w e] Uiد �j " .  

l�f} e] زادw ي[rارو e�fراد� k[��[r pcd ردf] در kد^~][d" : ت[Wif] از e�qt l�d[] زاد آ�w ي[rارو e�fراد� k[��[r

j^اldازي d^م از ز[]ن ��¿ i^د آ]ر ftد را w¶]ز آ^دk و i �j]ز[]ن qi] [h¯� اUi، ز[]ن ��¿ i^د e�[��^]w ه] 

eه]ي }^ه�� pmfr از ldور[qj روي }²]رfm �j اي ا����^j-م[d اي و از �d[iو ر ei[qi   نf° e�[~ه]ي ز�

 در n]ل e] Uq�[\{ ^�[n آ��l، در ز[��q د[fآ^اw ،eiزادي و fcnق ²j^ ا�hi]دk آ^دld و e�qt از e`[Wif] آ�

Uiا �hiزاد ه� از ا�� دw ي[rارو fآ� راد� l�hWن ز[]ن هw از kld[]ز[j ،م^d ازيldا^j . م[d �j fا�� راد� eiر[{ p�j

lآ� e] Uq�[\{ دا^{ fت . راد�lm �j و lده e] pmfr را lده e] آ� در ا�^ان رخ e`[ا�^hgا ^h²qj fا�� راد�

e] e�[V�}ر|jlآ�  " .  

ِ̂آ�Vَ "ا�� �]fiس در ادا[� e�� �j د��^ از [Wif]ت j^اldازي d^م d �j]م  jِ "e] و lآ� e] kر[mا l�f}" : kوژ^r

. ِ{jf�ُ]ل ُو�Wِ| �] هV]ن §lاه]ي �_]ed ز�^ d®^ [�gfVÁ اي d �j]م [^آ| j^آ�V در دا�²d]k ه]روارد اÁd]م [q} e^د

̂ . در او�w �W�� �qن در ه]روارد m^آU آ^دk ام w¶]ز klm و [� 2004ا�� r^وژk از i]ل  j |آ^V` kوژ^r ف ا��lه

`V]م bj{^ه]ي دf¯t �j [qdص آf²ره]ي [�]�w È[^��] از ���V ا�^ان اfhj [` Uiا�j l�d هlف ftد آ� ا�Á]د ��¿ 

l�i^j Uiره] اf²در ا�� آ edروا .  

([�]e�[] ªj ا�� r^وژk را q�j]د fiُُروس  OSI � �j اآ¾^ [Wif]ت ¶q^دو�eh در دqd] آe] �q]½` e] e�[] ÂV آ�l آ) 

lم . ده[d �j دي^{ kوژ^r ا�� ^�l]" �]َ^ا`]ن زوِآ "Uiا . ،�hmدا Uq�[\{ روسfi د[q�j در b~X آ� Uiا e�[��^]w Â� او

 e`[gboده]ي ا[_d [j و kر آ^د[آ e�qt È�h�] ره]يf²م در آ^d ازيldا^j اي^j Ud^hاز ا�� kد[�hiروي ا ^j او ehq�]ا

. " qd [��^]w| را�µj دارد  

lده e] �]ادا �q�° م : "وي[d �j e¯�m ¹if` �Vآ^j |آ^]" ي^�ِ�ْ[r ن[� " eد دا�fj egl] دشft د آ�fm e] kادار



. "  [^داد را [U�^�l آ^دk ا28Uiاو ِآ^[Uq روزو�U آfد`]ي   

lا}|ا� e] م^d ازيldا^j ح^o در [��^]w pcd �j kر[mدر ا kد^~][d" :]w ه]ي �qWر�fÉ` م از^d ازيldا^j ح^o اي^j [��^

 ��V� از È�h�]" رپ[m �q� " ط 50آ�[cd از kد[�hiح ا^o [` kاش §^ف آ^د �Wif] د را درft ^Vg ل از[i 

e] kد[�hiا ،lآ� e�[i[�m م را^d ازيldا^j اي^j [ه U]f�n È\� lآ� . kن و روش [~]رزfh] �Wif] ا�� U�[i در وب

 l�[m |q]w UV�[W] �j20 e30 ا�Uiا klm kزش دادf]w [qdد kldن ز[jي و �] .  زfWdا^{ ،ed[V�w [_d[jا�� ز �h~ا�

اUi آ� w[^��] دوUi دارد در آf²ره]�e آ� �j ... ا�j ���j UWqd e�[qd[»i زd[j_]ي j^[� اي، °ej^g ،e�q، }]رei و 

. ا�� زp�f} [_d[j دارld اbcdب d^م §fرت q�j^د  

 l�d[] ا}^اد د��^ي" ^V�[r رك[] " �Wif] ¦qس "ر�f�ُُآ "ldا kآ^د �qc�` e�qt رد ا�^انf] در |qd . ehn [_dw2- 3 

 t^دادي []Vg l�d]د eX[j را دfgت آ^دk و دورk ه]ي i2]ل pqr آbس ه]�e را `�q�² دادld و ��W^ي از }\]©ن 

ldزش دادf]w [_dw �j م را^d ازيldا^j " .  

 k[}م داد^h�] Ui[ر� 

r^وژk آfد`]ي [�e�V در °�l آf²ر �j [fرد ا�^ا {·اردklm k آ� اآ¾^ًا j] [Uqc{f اÁd]م klm اّ[] در [fاردي `] آ�fن 

Uiا kld[] آ]م[d ن، . ه�[hW�^} از Uiرت ا[~g klm ا�^ا Uqc{f] [j [_dw در e�V�] د`]يfآ� آ e�[رهf²آ ��Vاز�

ر اآ¾^ ا�� آf²ره] آfد`]ي [�e�V در hW_� Â� ^hWj]ن، °Â ، آ^واhWj^§ ، ei]ن ، اوآ^ا�� و hi|qX^X]ن ، د

U_j[²] و �h{^} ��m ت[j[�hdا kردft UW�m kوژ^r [j edه]ي }^اوا  kت دور[j[�hdا �d[_j �j ا�^ان آ� e�V�] د`]يfآ 

ده� ر�]f_V� Uiري w ed[�[r ��n^]ن آ�ft lqرد دا�hm اld ا�~�h ا�� `j �Éof] هqmf]ري [^دم lqjار و ه�²qV در §��� 

.  ft^jرد ªo[X و �j [ªXf د�hi]k ه]ي اe][®hd و ا[�lhc] ehqر آf²ر[]ن i^آfب {^د�lو  

U�} kآ^د kد[�hiا e�l] �° م در ا�^ان از^d ازيldا^j اي^j [��^]w ال آ�Ài ا�� Ïi[r در klm Umزدا[j سfi[�" : ا��

 �Xاln نw ز[¶w وز[]ن Uiت ا[j[�hdا ^j e�h~] لl]2ا Â� اري|}^j از �~X ل[i  دfm e] وع^m ت[j[�hd. اءlhjا [_dw

e] ب[�hdن را ا[mدft ^®d ردf] د|][dو kر�|ي آ^د �][d^j �j وع^m e��fm[آ[i ي[Xw �dfVd رfµj lآ��- ¦qر� 

[f{ " �j ��\hل j^ا�U "آUWqd eW آ� �m Â~� در دqd]ي lm[j klm |~i Ui[qi ا�� }^دfjرf_V� - �qiر }\�hW�^} e]ن 

Ui[��^]w ر��[t وزارت . Uiا klm Uqj^` [اي ا�� روزه^jو kآ^د �q¯�` رf²در ا�� آ [_�[i او. �qq\` از ¦r

lآ�� e] eg[Vhاري ا�·} ��[]^i ت روي اوlm �j ^®d ردf] د|][d . �j د|][d نw ارl{^o رت آ� ا}^ادf§ ا�� �j

�]ر{q^ي در آ�q»V  [r e^دازld آ� روش ¸]j Uj^اي - [lل `Á]ري ، {�lآf]w- ehWq�fزش [^دم f§ �jرت m~�� اي 

 Ui[زي ا}�]ر . ه[i kد[]w �j وع^mو lآ�� e] ب[�hdد ا|][d اي ا��^j e�dور e�q{ا^} د[Vdو �~Vi ��n^] از ا�� l\j

lآ�� e] ن[mد|][d �j رأي دادن U_� e]fVg . ̂ از o^ف د��^ X~� از اj[�hd]ت ftدm]ن را w[]دk [e آ��l `] ا{

²` �j وع^m ldت را وا{·ار آ^د[j[�hdوا§� ا Uiا �h{^} رتf§ Ð�c` آ� l��[Vd مbgوا lت آ��[j[�hdدر ا Âq�

[²^وn Uqg]آUqV را ز�^ Àiال [ld^j e وm^وع �j اhg¯]ب [e آ��l ودر d_]�U اj[�hd]ت را اµj]ل آ^دk و�] [lÁد 

  " .d [j®]رت d]±^ان t]ر�e اj[�hd]ت را j^{|ار [e آ��l آ� در d_]�d U][|د [fرد m^®d]ن qr^وز [fm eد

lده e] �]ادا kد^~][d" : ه� �Áqhd �j و klm م[Ádا eiن ، اوآ^ا�� و آ^وا[hWj^§ ، ن[hW�^} ره]يf²در آ lا�� }^ا��

Uiا klqiر . �V�^` eiر[{ �j �h{^} ار^X kد[�hiرد اf] ن[hWj^§ آ� در emزf]w نfh] ن[Vا���� ه ��f` �j[X �h�d

^X kد[�hiرد اf] در ا�^ان eVات آ^qqÃ` [jو klmUiا �h{^} ار . Ðه·]م ، }^ه�¿ وfiداب ورw �j e�hWj اردf] ا��

[_fg ��^hVا[� ا�^ا�e ا�� اbcdب �fاd]ن هl�hW آ� i^[]�� {·اري j ejft^ روي dw_] §fرت [e . �][\� دارد

fل ،  []k از زld{ft eد را ljون 3r`]2ز�^اdw]ن `�_] ا}^ادي هl�hW آ� . j^ روي اd^ژي �fاd]ن Wn]ب [fm eد.{q^د 



lآ�� e] ت[j[�hdا ÈXو " .  

lا�|{ا e] �q�° م : "وي[�j eوه^} رf²ن آw در ، Uiن ا[hWj^§ e�V�] بbcdا �q~m e�qt ا�^ان e�V�] د`]يfآ

" "ُاوْت frُر " OUTPOR آ� {^وهe داfj fÁ²dدld اlhjاء m^وع q} f«g �j^ي آ^دld آ� m~]هU ز�]دي f] �jج  " 

Umدر ا�^ان دا |~i .f]w kم در �|و[d �j اي �h�d �h{^} ار^X ��[h²qdت ا^~�w U�[i روي ^j آ� emار "زfmد Uq\Xf]

و�fد دارد آ� از [_hV^�� روm_]ي اhi^ا`¼�Â اUi و f�n[h_] را در m^ا�X eµ^ار [e دهl آ� fhdاj l�d] [\h^�]ن " 

lرد آ��ft^j .q�j ار^X e~د`_]ي [·ه[g pmfr ^ز� l�[j ت[ا�^hgآ� ا kl]w �h�d روي در ا�� kد[qr l�d[] e`[آ^n د و^

l�[Vd ي^q}f�� نw از ldاf` eVd ehدو� Ñqآ� ه lqم ده[Ádن را ا[j[qt در .kر[mا emزf]w kي ا�� �|و[_hdدر ا  l�° �j اي

w ��q{ �c�n[fزklm em آ� qr^ا[fن اbcdب §^hWj]ن اUi و ��q{ ehn ه] �j زj]ن }]رei دوklm ��j و j^ روي وب 

h{^} ار^X [ه U�[iUiا � .  

 e] زشf]w نw و در Uiا ^_m س[Wn ن ه]ي[Vht[i و [_d[�] ^q�W` kf�d ردf] د دارد آ� درfو� |qd د��^ي kو|�

lاآ| [_� را `¯^ف آ��^] l�dاfhj �df�° ض^h\] ه]ي kآ� {^و lده .  

]ي [�e�V ©زم اUi در ا��Á] eV_] �h�d �j در [�»^ داد{]k اm]رVd k]�� و wن ا�� اUi آ� }f]w ��qزش آfد`

Uiا klm Uاي وي روا�l§[j ري و[hiو�^ا ec�l§ در[d م[d �j دي^{ ¹if` klد�^} �V�^` eiر[{ �j ن آ�[hWj^§ .

l�[Vd e] e{^\] kر�]ن و `]ج زاد[Án ن[�[Xw �j را p�j ن `]ج[qي آ[Xw ر[j �qآ� او� Uiا eWا�� }^د آ . p�j ي `]ج[Xw

l�f} e] ec�l§ در[d ي[Xw pcd ردf] در" :pcd �j و او kآ^د e{^\] او �j ا^] eWو ا���� °� آ ec�l§ در[d ي[Xw 

Uiا�� {�¿ ا^j klد�^} kر�]ن و `]ج زاد[Án ي[Xw �j �] �§ل وfÉW] eWرش °� آ[�i" . kد^~][d ^�[n ل[n در

lm[j e] اريfh] .  

iا lch\] م وي [\·ور��[d نbgاز ا b\{ ehq�]د©�� ا �j [�j آ� klm Umزدا[j سfi[� ن ا��[Vم �] ه^d ازيldا^j U

�d[iزوي }�^ي، ر[j �i داراي e�V�] ي[`دfآ lآ� e] ´�^¯` و Uiا eد`]ي : "اي و ا�^ا�fزوه]ي آ[j ام ازlه^ آ

Uiا �h{^�·r رتf§ آ]ر �qWc` egfd ªXو در وا ldار`~]ط دار e�[��^]w ده]ي[q�j ت و[Wif] ادي ازl\` [j e�V�] " .  

l�f} e] �µjازي در : "او در ا�� راldا^j Ó�¾])eزوي ا�^ا�[j اي و �d[iزوي ر[j ،زوي }�^ي[j ( ام ازlه^ آ

ldري دار[�Vه [_dw [j ي ا}^اد^W�� |qd آ� در ا�^ان lده� e] م[Ádرا ا e§[t Uq�[\{ e�[��^]w ت[Wif] . [_dw ��^hV_]

. � klm اUiآ� ز�^ d®^ داk[�²d اf{ �hiرد و در ز[]ن ��¿ i^د `q�²" هf}^ "[�Wif اي اd �j Ui]م   

را در دfhiر آ]ر X^ار دادk آ� ز�^ �g �i ^®d¯^ ا[�d �j ehq]م " د[fآ^اei در ا�^ان "ا�� [r �Wif^وژk اي d �j]م 

. g~]س [edbq، ِ�^ي دا�l�Vِ و []��� [f{ Âر ادارk [fm eد: ه]ي  

او l\jه] g . U�µ�i Â� �j~]س [edbq در ز[]ن [�lVر�] f�_rي �j د��q }\]�Uq در {^وk ه]ي °Ô دfm e] ^q�hiد

e�� بbcdاز ا ¦r ري آ�fo �j دfm e] ��l~` �²q`w دو Ð�o - يl�° از ¦r []ا lآ� e] e}ldل در ا�^ان ز[i دو 

آf²ر را �j [w l¯c[^��] `^ك و در Ádw] آj[h_]ي [l\hدي را �d �j]رش در [w eورد و در ا�� آh]j_] از دhi]ورده]ي 

lآ� e] ^�lc` يf�_r وت او آ. رژ��[�` Â� د��^ ره~^ان ا�� �^�]ن [j آ� lm ��l~` نfqWز�frاز ره~^ان ا e�� �j آ� �

. " klVg داUm و wن را�g [j �µj]§^ ا§bح Ð�o داfj e�tد  

lا}|ا� e] klm Umزدا[j سfi[� ا��" : kوژ^r" در ا�^ان eiا^�]د " ،ecqif] l�d[] دم ا�^ان^] �][g ¿ن }^ه�f]ا^qr

eW�� ��[W] و [_}bjوlآ� e] آ]ر  .  

 eXا^d رشw ،f� Ucqcn �d[t l�d[] و ا}^ادي Uiر }\]ل ا[qWj �Wif] ا�� e�fÁ²dدا p�j) �j Âد�|d ن و[qآ �c�n از

در دا�t ا�^ان qd| ا}^ادي آ� n �j|ب آ]ر{|اران i]زd e}ld|د�Â . در آ��^اd¦ ه]ي ��i [_dw^اe] ed آ��i (l^وش



ldري دار[�Vه �Wif] ا�� [j l�hWه .o �j س[~g از lآ� e] [� اي آ� آ]ر[dروز [� ��Á] ^در ه ^�d[�^µg �dfVd رf

lآ� e] �~n[¯] ر[�d Ïر�[` Â� pmfr U�` edbq] . اي^j edbq] س[~g UqVاه" [qi " Uiا ^h²qj ي ه�f�_r [از ر�

 را qd| او `½[�q ز�^ا او j] ا§bح �o~]ن راejft �µj دارد و V` ehn]م ه|��� ه]ي []�e اآ~^ {�eÁ در t]رج از آf²ر

lآ� e] " .  

/ اhd_]ي qr]م  


